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Papa' s freezeria to go kizi

You've just started an easy job at an ice cream shop on a set back tropical island, but things get hectic when all papa louie's loyal customers arrive on the island for a vacation! In this summer's installment of papa louie restaurant series, you will need to add ingredients, a mixture of syrups and ice cream, add toppings
and serve the unique Freezeria Sundaes to your waiting customers. Papa's Freezeria is a cool business management KiZi game. Papa Louie has opened a new ice cream parlor on a tiny tropical island. Manage Papa's ice cream parlor as you create orders on time to please your customers. Click on the bubbles above
the customers to place orders on the station. Start creating sundaes with mixers and syrups to build at the station. Blender sundaes at the mix station. Attach the top of the toppings and auxiliary equipment to the top of the auxiliary station. Deliver to completed sundaes customers. Get points and tips depending on how
good you are. [Total: 168 Average: 4.2/5] papa Louie 3: When Sundaes Attack 1178,171 plays summer is here! Papa's Freezeria offers the best tropical tractors for holidaymakers who have warm sun and crystal waters of the island of Calypso! You've found a relaxing way to enjoy the summer while working at Papa's
Freezeria, but Papa Louie left and now you're in charge of the store! Check your stock and add mixers! Make sure the store is ready! It's peak tourist season and they will want delicious cold snacks to enjoy. Revive your customers' summer by serving them with delicious, cold sundaes! You might be confused with the
range of available combinations of these tracts, but don't worry because your customers know exactly what they want. Your goal is to prepare sundaes for your customers after their orders. Start with the order station to greet and accept orders from your customers. They'll tell you everything they want to include, so pay
attention. Note everything down and head to the building station to start making a sundae. Try pressing the button when the indicator light reaches the green part of the meter. Ideal weather will create the best quality desserts. Select the base and toppings. Once you've collected the right ingredients, it's time to mix
everything together! Yum! It looks tasty already. Keep an impact on the mixing meter. Everything is combined and ready to be decorated with other delicacies! The additional station has a variety of components to add color sundaes before serving them to your customers. When ready, serve dessert to your client! They
will tell you what they think after tasting the spoon. When you finish each day, new customers will arrive with different orders. You will also disable new components. The sun might be warm, but your treats keep everyone cool! You got a sweet tooth? Why not try Papa's Bakeria and bake delicious pies? No one will notice
if you keep a slice or two yourself! DeveloperFlipline Studios is a Developer Papa's Freezeria. The studios also developed other Paparia games such as Papa's Pizzeria and Papa's Donuteria.Release Date5 August 2011FeaturesEntertainment gameDifferenta recipes tryDifferent ingredientsVariable ingredientsAuse
mouse to play the game. This game has playlists If this flash game does not work, go here for help. To start the game just click on the save slot cards. I had a title record disabled so no one can get creative with names! ;-)Place customer order Make ice cream, put on the right toppings ... Give it to the customer. If it's
done correctly, you get a great tip! It becomes difficult when there is more than one customer dealing with right away and watching out for a food critic! Hair! Play the classic game strategy. You can challenge your PC, friend, or join a match against another online player. Swing through the jungle from tree to tree! Beat
the level to unlock the new monkey skin. Beat your opponents in the ultimate copter arena. Grab upgrades and superpowers, avoid toxic fog, and be the last to be flying! Hop in your hot air balloon and prepare for the adventure! Solve a whole new quest on each island. Test your goal online multiplayer! Race your
opponent to get to zero first. You have to calculate your score. Play the classic game, or mix it with all the new operating mode: fireballs, blasters, gravity wells, and more! Your pineapple is trapped at the top of a huge tower! Jump over pits of lava and dodge dangerous traps to rescue it. Grow your civilization during the
Bronze Age. Collect food, research technology, defend yourself from other civilizations, and build a world wonder! In this strange and unusual world, you can't jump. Fortunately, you can summon the mountains under your feet. And get filthy stinkin rich. Let's get rolling! It may not look much at first, but we have a feeling
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